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If>=l, tlie preeeedfng equatioir fiecomes | n j_2 '•μΓΙΓ' = t + 2 + 3 . . . . -fr Λ + 1 , a whole number.
If r = 2, it becomes
Now every term on the right band side is a whole number by l t q the preceding equation. Thence ··--·-is a whole number. In the same manner we prove that -f-ττ-> -i-fr"· * and soon successively, s for s
In (τ* 172 IO * * we please r are whole numbers*
IT. 
25®1
Tho find fhe «uccessiye «austics when parallel *ays are incident υροη a spherieal reflector.
Lei the incident rays be all parallel to R^R^ or 7 -= 0 get -=-= -and y n E n = -~~^.· Draw y n / parallel to CR^, meettng q n £, n ,c £n CR n in /. With center /and radins IR n describe the circle Hy n R n meeting y n I in B, and with center C and radius CH describe the circle AKH. It is eas seen tbat CH^-~9 ΙΗ*~<±.α and BH = IH
is a point in the «picycloid whose base is HKD and generating circle the circle HBy n . The epicycloid touches ,the reflecting surface in /. The angle between CI and the cusp of the epicycloid is 2η -4 ---ίττ, *
The caustic is of course the surface generated by the revolution of this epicycloid round a line through C parallel to R L R Q .
To find the successive caustics when the incident rays direrge from a point in the surface of the spherical reflector. 
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